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Voyage 

Quantitative programming or financial
quantitative analysts develop and implement
complex mathematical models that financial
firms use to make decisions about risk
management, investments and pricing. Part
speculator, part ruthless logician, a quant aims
to reduce risk and/or generate profits. Voyage
carries transactions and registrations over
multiple global and universal networks.  

VoyageQ is the native digital ledger of Voyage.  

Quantitative models and functions
auditing values & codes



Voyage 

Registration 

Legislations 

 Irreversible value & info exchange systems



Voyage Cloud stores, issues and maintains
smart contracts as infinity value systems
(multi token systems) for the users on the
network. It is the DNA of any interaction on
or between networks and nodes. 

 

Voyage Cloud is a cloud based irreversible
digital ledger protocol functioning on  "Cloud
Systems", - a cloud trust machine by Voyage.  

Stored on the network
Transparent and forever

CloudSystems 
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Voyage 

Every transactions/interaction are transparent
and audited by chosen nodes of the network.

True transparency with an audited 
transfer & credit history

CloudSystems 



A Quantum 
Computing Structures ~\

agree 
consensus

mechanisms  



Audit & Research
                   by Quantum Systems



Q codes and scans 
- an advanced QR code 

 
Forever stored on the blockchain             



Voyage 

VoyageNet transfers, registers and issues regulated ownership
certificates to every participate in the transaction. 

Bringing secure value-oriented custodian liquidity structures.
Empowering a free and united global financial digital network.

Built for future generations of financial and value based systems.

Quantum



#paylater

#freecredit

#nofees

d~sign.
e a s y c o d e .

#30dayscredit

#paymenow

#买

#taksit #entrenga

#clearbalance

#money 

connected to Q codes



 

119 694 hues of color
Trillions of possibilities

Endless combination of coding and codes

QR code - takes you to a site..

Q code - takes you everywhere



 

Millions of deals to be
acivated by one scan

Seamless interaction with payment, booking
and data systems of Quantity partners

 
Helps us provide trusted and loyal customers

with an even better experience

Q code - can also be transformed into pictures


